Comparison of the prevalence of inflammatory cells in subtypes of disc herniations and associations with straight leg raising.
The prevalence of inflammatory cells in 205 disc herniations (DHs) and nine macroscopically normal discs for comparison was studied immunohistochemically. Inflammatory cells were separately analyzed in subtypes of DH. Immunohistochemical data were related to clinical parameters, the straight leg raising test (SLR) in particular. The objectives of the study were to compare the occurrence of inflammatory cells in various subtypes of DH and to determine the association between clinical data and inflammatory cell occurrence in a more extensive sample of DH, with separate analysis of DH subtypes. Previous studies have suggested a common occurrence of inflammation and inflammatory cells, particularly macrophages, in DHs. No studies on any larger material comprising different subtypes of DH have been done. For immunohistochemistry the alkaline phosphatase antialkaline phosphatase method was used. Monoclonal antibodies to T cells in general (CD2), activated T cells (CD25), B cells (CD22), and macrophages (CD68) were used. Obtained immunostaining results were then compared with clinical data, e.g., duration of pain, SLR, and type of DH (sequesters 86, extrusions 103, protrusions 16). Associations were studied by the chi2 test or Fisher's exact test, as applicable (level of significance P < 0.05). Abundant T cells were seen in 17% of the 205 DHs, activated T cells in 17%, B cells in 16%, and macrophages in 37%. All cell types were 2-3 times more prevalent in sequestrated discs than in extrusions. In protrusions macrophages were abundantly seen in 25% (4 of 16) and no other inflammatory cells. In patients with positive SLR and a sequestrated disc abundant lymphocytes were seen three times more often than in extrusions. When patients with bilaterally negative SLR were compared with those with tight SLR (< or =30 degrees ) with respect to inflammatory cell occurrence, some significant differences were noted (CD68, P < 0.025; CD25, P = 0.04). A comparison between SLR bilaterally positive and bilaterally negative also showed associations for all four inflammatory cell types (P = 0.016 to P = 0.029). There was no correlation between inflammatory cells and duration of pain. Abundant inflammatory cells were never seen in control discs. When SLR was positive and the DH type was sequestered, inflammatory cells were most commonly seen. Our results showed some statistically significant associations between inflammatory cells and SLR, most clearly when comparing bilaterally positive and negative SLR. Interestingly, a bilaterally positive SLR showed an association with all four inflammatory cell types analyzed. Tight SLR also showed an association, particularly with macrophages. In addition to tissue resorption, they may participate in sciatic pain. Even though lymphocytes were less prevalent, they may have some role in sequestered discs and bilaterally positive SLR.